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The launch of any new gadget gives the birth to the other upcoming gadget of the company like the
iphone 4S gives a birth to the iphone 5. With this ultimate launching the fans of the iphone would
automatically be divided into two parts. The gadget has plenty of new things within the smart phone
and an amazing fresh look from the outside. The gadget is expected to be launched in the month of
June and people are very curious to know about this smart phone. It is a younger cousin of the new
ipad and is thin along with narrowed edges and flat back. The screen size of the Apple handset is
around about 4 inches.

When purchasing the smart phone you definitely try making out the difference of the two smart
phones cameras. In iphone 4S Apple has provided 1080p resolution of video recording and high
dynamic range photos with the iOS5 which has the capacity of capturing great range of tonal detail.
And Sony has merged both these features and developed a special camera sensor that provides
HDR movies through on phone for the first time.

By all this means that suppose you take picture or video indoors near to the window and if you focus
outside then the room appears to be dark and if you focus inside then the window become a white
light. So HDR is an amazing technique which helps in maintaining multiple sources of light for
getting a clear, colorful and beautiful snap.

And Sony already provides the HDR videos, iphone4S sensor and would prove to be solid rival of
the upcoming iphone5. Still there is confusion the iphone 5 has a 4G or not? The new ipad of apple
has a super fast 4G device but has created lot of confusion. By 4G it means that it would provide a
very fast mobile network and runs on LTE network. Second thing is that the Britain has no LTE
network which shows the advertising agency is doing cheating. Moreover Britain has t wait till 2015
for the LTE network. So the new iphone 5 is would follow the footsteps of the new ipad and is ready
for the super fast internet.

Find the apple top seller handset with best offers â€“ iphone 4s deals @
http://www.iphone4scontractdeals.co.uk/
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